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Abstract—Pattern mining is an important task of data mining
and involves the extraction of interesting associations from large
databases. Typically, pattern mining is carried out from huge
databases, which tend to get updated several times. Consequently,
as a given database is updated, some of the patterns discovered
may become invalid, while some new patterns may emerge.
This has motivated significant research efforts in the area
of Incremental Mining. The goal of incremental mining is to
efficiently and incrementally mine patterns when a database is
updated as opposed to mining all of the patterns from scratch
from the complete database. Incidentally, research efforts are
being made to develop incremental pattern mining algorithms for
extracting different kinds of patterns such as frequent patterns,
sequential patterns and utility patterns. However, none of the
existing works addresses incremental mining in the context of
coverage patterns, which has important applications in areas
such as banner advertising, search engine advertising and graph
mining. In this regard, the main contributions of this work are
three-fold. First, we introduce the problem of incremental mining
in the context of coverage patterns. Second, we propose the
IncCMine algorithm for efficiently extracting the knowledge of
coverage patterns when incremental database is added to the
existing database. Third, we performed extensive experiments
using two real-world click stream datasets and one synthetic
dataset. The results of our performance evaluation demonstrate
that our proposed IncCMine algorithm indeed improves the
performance significantly w.r.t. the existing CMine algorithm.
Index Terms—Data mining, Coverage patterns, Incremental
mining, Knowledge discovery

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data mining approaches extract knowledge in the form of
significant patterns (frequent patterns and association rules),
clusters, and classes from large databases. The task of pattern
mining involves the extraction of interesting associations from
large databases [2], [23]. Pattern mining has several important
and diverse applications in areas such as market basket analysis, recommendation systems and internet advertising.
Notably, in pattern mining based applications, database sizes
are typically huge and databases tend to get updated over
the course of time. Understandably, the knowledge discovered
from a given database may become invalid when more data is
added to the existing database. As the database is updated
or incremented, some existing knowledge of patterns may
become invalid and some new knowledge of patterns may also
emerge. The naı̈ve approach for knowledge extraction when
an increment database is added to a given database would

be to run a pattern mining algorithm from scratch on the
complete database. However, we can intuitively understand
that the naı̈ve approach suffers from the drawback of high
computational overhead.
As an alternative option, there is an opportunity to devise
efficient algorithms by validating the patterns of the existing
database and extracting the additional patterns that arise due
to the incremental database. In the literature, this area is
called Incremental Mining. Given the knowledge of patterns
from a database DB and an increment database db, the
Incremental Mining problem is to develop efficient pattern
mining approaches for generating pattern knowledge from
the complete database, which comprises both DB and db.
Developing efficient incremental pattern mining approaches is
an active research area. Hence, several incremental approaches
have been proposed to extract frequent patterns [6], [13],
[21], sequential patterns [16], [18], [26], utility patterns [4],
[19], [27]. Observe that the number of new candidate patterns
is likely to be significantly lower than that of the number
of candidate patterns, which would have been generated by
considering the complete database (i.e., both DB and db).
Hence, there is an opportunity to improve the performance of
pattern extraction by using an incremental approach.
Another useful type of pattern is the coverage pattern
[23], [24], which has important applications in areas such
as banner advertising, search engine advertising and graph
mining. In the literature, a model to extract the knowledge
of coverage patterns (CP s) from transactional databases has
been proposed in [23], [24]. Given a transactional database
and a set of data items, CP is a set of items covering a certain
percentage of transactions by minimizing overlap among the
transactions covered by each item of the pattern. A level-wise
CP mining algorithm, designated as CMine [23], and a pattern
growth approach called CPPG [24] were proposed to extract
CP s from large databases. It has been demonstrated that
CP s extracted from transactional log data can be employed to
improve the performance of display advertising [15], [25] and
search engine advertising [7]–[9]. Incidentally, the problem
of incremental mining for coverage patterns has not been
investigated in the literature. To our knowledge, this is the
first work to study incremental mining for coverage patterns.
In this paper, given the CP s of a database DB, we
propose IncCMine, which is an incremental variation of the

CMine algorithm [23] for extracting CP s when an incremental
database db is added to DB. When db is added to DB,
some of the existing CP s of DB may become invalid and
some new CP s may emerge. The existing patterns in DB are
validated by scanning db. We generate candidate patterns in
a level-wise manner by scanning db and validating the new
patterns in DB. Let F list be the list of items sorted based
on their frequencies in the transactional database. Under our
proposed IncCMine approach, we also need to validate the
additional patterns, which would be generated if the F list of
(DB +db) is different from that of DB. Notably, our proposed
IncCMine algorithm can potentially improve the performance
w.r.t. the CMine algorithm because we are processing only a
relatively few candidate patterns that are extracted from db
and the relatively low number of additional patterns that are
generated due to changes in F list.
The main contributions of this work are three-fold:
1) We introduce the problem of incremental mining in the
context of coverage patterns.
2) We propose the IncCMine algorithm for efficiently
extracting the knowledge of coverage patterns when
incremental database is added to the existing database.
3) We performed extensive experiments using two realworld click stream datasets and one synthetic dataset.
The results of our performance evaluation demonstrate
that our proposed IncCMine algorithm indeed improves
the performance significantly w.r.t. the existing CMine
algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the related work and background
information about coverage patterns. In Section III, we discuss
the context of the problem. In Section IV, we discuss the
proposed approach. In Section V, we report the performance
evaluation. Finally, we conclude in Section VI with directions
for future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK AND BACKGROUND
This section discusses existing works as well as background
information about coverage patterns.
A. Related work
In the literature, mining of incremental databases was first
studied in the context of frequent patterns [13] by means
of the FUP algorithm. The work in [12] extended the FUP
algorithm to additionally consider the deletion of transactions.
Additionally, the Borders algorithm [5] is able to generate
associations incrementally for dynamic databases. The work in
[6] discussed a single-pass tree-based approach for extracting
rare association rules from incremental databases. Moreover,
in [21], an intermediate structure, designated as the constructive set is used for producing closed itemsets. Furthermore,
the IMU2P-Miner algorithm [14] is a tree-based incremental
algorithm that is used for extracting maximal frequent patterns
in incremental databases. IMU2P-Miner extracts patterns by
just adding and updating paths in the tree.

Incremental mining has also been studied in the context
of sequential patterns and utility patterns. The iterative ISE
algorithm [18] extracts sequential patterns in incremental
databases. Further improvements in efficiency were performed
by means of the IncSpan algorithm [11], [20]. The IncSpan
algorithm improves efficiency by maintaining almost frequent
sequences and also by using optimization techniques. IncUSPMiner [26] is a utility sequential pattern mining algorithm,
which uses a candidate pattern tree data structure. The work
in [16] proposed a pattern growth type BSpan algorithm and
an apriori type BSPinc algorithm for mining sequential patterns. BSpan aims at minimizing database projections. BSPinc
generates candidate sequences by using backward extensions
and also by mining patterns recursively.
The work in [4] discussed three types of tree structures,
namely the IHUP lexicographic tree, the IHUP transaction
frequency tree and the HUP transaction weighted utilization
tree. These tree structures are used for mining high utility
patterns in incremental databases. Moreover, the one-pass
IIHUM algorithm [27] uses efficient list-based data structures,
which work without generating candidates. Furthermore, the
MEFIM algorithm [19] employs a novel structure, designated
as P-set, for reducing the number of transaction scans and to
speed up the pattern mining process.
Notably, while incremental has been studied in the context
of frequent patterns [12], sequential patterns [11], utility
patterns [4], rare patterns [6], none of the existing works has
investigated incremental mining in the context of coverage
patterns.
B. About Coverage Patterns
1) Model of coverage patterns: Let I = {i1 , i2 ....., in }
be the set of items. Database D contains transactions, where
each transaction T comprises a set of items, i.e., T ⊆ I. |D|
represents the total number of transactions in database D. T ip
represents the set of transactions, which contain the item ip .
|T ip | represents the number of transactions containing ip .
Coverage patterns incorporate the following notions: relative
frequency, coverage set, coverage support and overlap ratio.
Definition 1. Relative frequency of item ip . The fraction
of transactions containing a item ip is called the Relative
ip |
Frequency (RF) of ip and is computed as RF(ip ) = |T|D| .
An item is considered to be frequent if its RF ≥ minRF ,
where minRF is a user-specified threshold.
Definition 2. Coverage set CSet(X) of a pattern X. Given
a pattern X = {ip , ..., iq , ir }, (1 ≤ p, q, r ≤ n), CSet(X) is
the set of all transactions that contains at least one item of
pattern X, i.e., CSet(X) = T ip ∪ T iq ∪ ...T ir .
Definition 3. Coverage support CS(X) of a pattern X. Given
X = {ip , ..., iq , ir }, (1 ≤ p, q, r ≤ n), CS(X) is the ratio of
the size of CSet(X) to |D| i.e., CS(X) = |CSet(X)|
|D|
Definition 4. Overlap ratio OR(X) of a pattern X. Given
X = {ip , ..., iq , ir }, (1 ≤ p, q, r ≤ n) and |T ip | ≥ ... ≥

|T iq | ≥ |T ir |, OR(X) is the ratio of the number of common
transactions between CSet(X − ir ) and T ir to the number of
ir
|
r )∩T
transactions having item ir , i.e., OR(X) = |CSet(X−i
|T ir |
The intuition of overlap ratio is as follows. Suppose we
want to increase the coverage by adding a new item ik to the
pattern X. Let the coverage of item ik be CSet(ik ). Notably,
adding ik to X could result in overlap between CSet(X)
and CSet(ik ). If the overlap is high, CSet(X ∪ ik ) may not
increase significantly over CSet(X). Hence, in such a case,
adding ik to X would not be interesting. In essence, adding
a new item ik to set X would be interesting only if there is
a minimal overlap. So, a pattern is interesting if it has high
CS and less OR, where high CS indicates more coverage
of transactions and less OR indicates less overlap among the
transactions covered by the items.
Definition 5. Coverage pattern (CP). A pattern X =
{ip , ..., iq , ir }, (1 ≤ p, q, r ≤ n) and |T ip | ≥ ... ≥ |T iq | ≥
|T ir | is called coverage pattern if OR(X) ≤ maxOR,
CS(X) ≥ minCS and RF (ik ) ≥ minRF ∀ik ∈ X,
where minCS, maxOR are user-specified minimum coverage
support and maximum overlap ratio respectively.
Given a set of items I, transactional database D, minRF ,
minCS and maxOR, the problem of mining CP s is to
discover the complete set of CP s.
2) Sorted closure property: The overlap ratio satisfies
downward closure property if items are ordered in descending
order of their frequencies. Such a property is called the sorted
closure property [17].
Sorted closure property. Let X = {ip , ..., iq , ir }, (1 ≤
p, q, r ≤ n) be a pattern such that |T ip | ≥ ... ≥ |T iq | ≥ |T ir |.
If OR(X) ≤ maxOR, all of the non-empty subsets of X
containing ir and having size ≥ 2 will also have overlap
ratio less than or equal to maxOR.
An item a is said to be a non-overlap item w.r.t. a pattern
X if OR(X, a) ≤ maxOR and RF (ik ) ≥ minRF ∀ik ∈
{X, a}. The notion of non-overlap pattern (NOP) is defined
as follows.
Definition 6. Non-overlap pattern (NOP): A pattern X =
{ip , ..., iq , ir }, (1 ≤ p, q, r ≤ n) and |T ip | ≥ ... ≥ |T iq | ≥
|T ir | is called non-overlap pattern if OR(X) ≤ maxOR and
RF (ik ) ≥ minRF ∀ik ∈ X.
3) CMine algorithm: Similar to the apriori algorithm [2],
CMine is an iterative multi-pass algorithm [23] for extracting
CP s from a given transactional database. Apriori algorithm
uses frequent patterns of size k to explore size patterns of size
k + 1. As frequent patterns satisfy downward closure property,
if an itemset does not the satisfy minimum support constraint,
all of its supersets will be pruned.
In case of CMine also, N OP s of size k are used to explore
size (k + 1). As N OP s satisfy sorted closure property, we
extract N OP s, which satisfy the maxOR constraint. Next,
CP s are extracted by applying the minCS constraint. As
N OP s satisfy the sorted closure property, if an itemset does

not satisfy the maxOR constraint, all of its supersets (where
each superset has item frequencies in the corresponding sorted
order) would also be pruned (refer to sorted closure property).
The main aspect is to extract N OP s. Once we extract
N OP s based on the maxOR constraint, extraction of CP s
is relatively simple. Hence from this point onwards, we shall
present the CMine algorithm and the proposed IncCMine
algorithm for the extraction of N OP s.
Let Ck , N OPk , CPk denote the candidate, non-overlap,
coverage patterns of size k respectively. Given minCS,
maxOR, and minRF values, the steps of CMine algorithm to
extract CP s from the transactional database D are as follows:
1) First iteration: The frequency of each item is computed
by scanning D. After scanning, CP1 and N OP1 are
computed by checking relative frequency. Item is added
to N OP1 if RF ≥ minRF , and added to CP1 if RF ≥
minCS. The items in N OP1 are sorted in descending
order of their frequencies into a list, which we designate
as F list.
2) Second iteration and beyond. Starting from k=2, the
following step is repeated until Ck = φ. Ck is generated
by computing N Ok−1 ./ N Ok−1 (self-join). After
scanning D, N OPk and CPk are computed by checking
OR and CS of patterns in Ck accordingly.
TABLE I: Summary of notations
Notation
DB
db
CDB
RF
OR
CS
minRF
maxOR
minCS
CP
N OP
N OPD
CPD
Ck
N OP(D,k)
CP(D,k)
OR(XD )
CS(XD )
Ck
AP F
Ψ

Definition
Original transactional database
Increment transactional database
Complete transactional database CDB = DB + db
Relative frequency
Overlap ratio
Coverage support
Minimum relative frequency
Maximum overlap ratio
Minimum coverage support
Coverage patterns
Non-overlap pattern
Set of non-overlap patterns of database D
Set of coverage patterns of database D
Set of candidate patterns of size k
Set of non-overlap patterns of size k in database D
Set of coverage patterns of size k of database D
Overlap ratio of pattern X in database D
Coverage support of pattern X in database D
Set of size k candidate patterns
Set of additional patterns due to change in F list
Percentage of additional patterns due to change in F list

III. C ONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM
Let I = {i1 , i2 ....., in } be the set of items. Let DB and
db be the set of transactions representing the original and
increment databases respectively, where each transaction T is
a set of items such that T ⊆ I. Let the complete database
be CDB, i.e., CDB = DB + db. Suppose a set of N OP s
are extracted from DB at the user-specified threshold values
of minRF and maxOR. Given a set of N OP s of DB, the
problem is to generate N OP s from CDB (Notably, once we

extract N OP s, CP s are extracted based on CS threshold).
Table I depicts the various notations used in the paper.
Now we explain the properties, which are being identified
to develop the proposed IncCMine algorithm.
Lemma 1. A 1-itemset X, which is NOP in DB, is NOP in
CDB, if RF(X) ≥ minRF in CDB.
Proof. According to the definition of RF and NOP.
Notably, RF in CDB is equal to RF in (DB + db). As
per Lemma 1, we can identify potential N OP s in CDB by
measuring RF in db as RF is available from DB.
Lemma 2. A 1-itemset X, which is not a NOP in DB, is NOP
in CDB, if it is NOP in db, i.e., RF(Xdb ) ≥ minRF .
Proof. Let F (XD ) represent the frequency of itemset X in
D. Since X is not NOP in DB, F (XDB ) ≤ minRF ∗ |DB|.
If F (Xdb ) ≤ minRF ∗ |db|, F (XCDB ) ≤ minRF ∗ |CDB|
since F (XCDB ) = F (XDB ) + F (Xdb ).
As per Lemma 2, if there is a new N OP in CDB, it should
exist in db. So, by extracting N OP s from db, it is ensured
that all new N OP s in CDB are extracted.
The following lemma is defined in the context of level-wise
pruning.
Lemma 3. If a (k − 1) itemset X = {i1 , ....., ik−1 }, is a loser
at (k − 1)th iteration, any set Y s.t. X ⊆ Y is not an N OP
in CDB.
Proof. According to the sorted closure property of N OP s.
Lemma 3 helps to prune the non-potential NOP patterns in
a level-wise manner.
Lemma 4. A k-itemset X = {i1 , .....ik−1 , ik }, which is not
a N OP in DB and not an N OP in db, will not be NOP in
CDB, i.e., DB + db.
Proof. Let n(OR(XD )) and d(OR(XD )) represent the numerator and the denominator of the overlap ratio of pattern X
in database D, where n(OR(XD )) = |CSet(X − ir ) ∩ T wr |
and d(OR(XD )) = |CSet(ir )|. It is given that the pattern is
not N OP in both DB and db. Hence, we have the following
equations:
OR(XDB ) =

n(OR(XDB ))
> maxOR
d(OR(XDB ))

(1)

OR(Xdb ) =

n(OR(Xdb ))
> maxOR.
d(OR(Xdb ))

(2)

IV. P ROPOSED APPROACH
This section discusses the proposed approach.
A. Basic Idea
CMine is an iterative algorithm for extracting the CP s of
a given transactional database. Recall that CMine exploits
the sorted closure property of the overlap ratio (OR). In
CMine, the non-overlap patterns (N OP s) in each iteration
are computed and then the CP s are generated based on the
coverage support (CS) of N OP s.
The basic idea of the proposed IncCMine approach is as
follows.
Given minRF , minCS, and maxOR (see Section 2),
suppose N OPCDB is the complete set of N OP s extracted
from CDB. For each pattern P ∈ N OPCDB , the following
four possibilities exist w.r.t. its validity in DB and db:
1) P ∈ N OPDB and P ∈ N OPdb .
2) P ∈ N OPDB and P ∈
/ N OPdb .
3) P ∈
/ N OPDB and P ∈ N OPdb .
4) P ∈
/ N OPDB and P ∈
/ N OPdb .
In Case 1, we extract N OP s in db and add the counts
of these N OP s to the corresponding N OP s in DB. In
Case 2, only the patterns in DB are validated by adding the
counts of corresponding N OP s in db. In Case 3, we extract
additional patterns from db. We observe that there can be two
kinds of additional patterns, namely (a) additional new patterns
that exist in db and (b) additional patterns due to change in
the sorting order of items in F list (recall Section 2). The
additional patterns that exist in db are extracted by processing
db. We designate the additional patterns due to changes in
Flist as AP F . The AP F are extracted by counting item
frequencies of CDB and forming the F listCDB in the sorted
order. If F listCDB differs from F listDB , the new patterns
are generated based on F listCDB . In Case 4, no action needs
to be taken since such a possibility does not exist (see Lemma
4).
Considering AP F s in Case 3, we compute the percentage
Ψ of AP F . Let Ψmax be a user-specified threshold. If Ψ <
Ψmax , we validate the corresponding AP F s in DB + db. We
defer the discussion concerning how to set the value of Ψmax
to Section 5 (E).
In the next subsection, we discuss the estimation of Ψ. Next,
we present the proposed IncCMine algorithm followed by an
illustrative example.
B. Estimation of Ψ

Equation 3 shows OR of X in CDB is greater than maxOR.
Thus, if a pattern is not M OP in DB and db, pattern is not
M OP in CDB.

Now we shall present an approach to estimate the value of
the upper-bound of the number of AP F s. We compute Ψ by
|AP F |
normalization i.e., max(|AP
F |) ∗ 100, where max(|AP F |) is
the maximum value of |AP F |. The range of Ψ is 0 to 100.
We shall shortly see how to determine max(|AP F |) .
Now we shall define the notion of prefix set, which is used
in the computation of |AP F |.

Lemma 4 helps to prune non-potential new N OP s by
processing db.

Definition 7. Prefix set: The prefix set PD (ip ) of an item ip
in database D is the set of items, whose frequency is greater

From Equations 1 and 2, we obtain:
n(OR(XDB )) + n(OR(Xdb )
> maxOR
d(OR(XDB )) + d(OR(Xdb ))

(3)

than that of its own frequency i.e., the set of items that come
before ip in the Flist.
In computing the value of |AP F |, we take the F list of
DB and F list of CDB as inputs. Let F listDB (F list of
DB) and F listCDB (F list of CDB) be {i01 , i02 , .., i0m } and
{i1 , i2 , ..., in } respectively. Consider a pattern X in which
ip is the least frequent item. We define commset(ip ) as
the set of items, which are present in both PCDB (ip ) and
PDB (ip ) i.e., PCDB (ip )∩PDB (ip ). The patterns having items
in commset along with ip are not additional patterns as those
have already been checked in extracting N OP s of DB. The
number of additional patterns having ip as the least frequent
item is (2|PCDB (ip )| −2|commset| ). The value of |AP F | is more
influenced by the least frequent item as the size of the prefix set
of the least frequent item is high. The value of |AP F | is zero
when both the F lists of DB and CDB are the same. Notably,
|AP F | does not always attain the upper-bound in the iterative
approach. This occurs because some additional patterns of size
k are not generated as its subsets of size (k−1) are not N OP s.
Thus, we estimate this value of |AP F | by multiplying it with
maxOR. The estimated value of |AP F | is computed using
Equation 4 as follows:


X
2|PCDB (ip )| −2|commset(ip )|
|AP F | = maxOR∗
ip ∈F listCDB

(4)
|AP F | is maximum when maxOR is 1 and the F lists of
DB and CDB are disjoint sets. The value of max(|AP F |) is
equal to 2N − N − 1 ≈ 2N , where N is the size of F listCDB .
The value of Ψ is computed using Equation 5 as follows:
 |AP F | 
|AP F |
≈
∗ 100
(5)
Ψ=
max(|AP F |)
2N
C. IncCMine Algorithm
Similar to the CMine algorithm, our proposed IncCMine
algorithm is also an iterative algorithm. At the k th iteration
of the IncCMine algorithm, we compute N OP s of size k by
performing a single scan of DB and db. The inputs to the
algorithm consist of DB, db, minRF , minCS, maxOR and
N OPDB . We assume that the parameters maxOR, minRF
and minCS remain unchanged with the increment in database.
Now we shall explain the IncCMine algorithm.
(i) Iteration 1: Generation of non-overlap and coverage
patterns of size one
The steps for extracting N OP(CDB,1) and CP(CDB,1) are
as follows:
1) The relative frequencies of patterns in N OP(DB,1) are
computed by performing one scan of the db. After
scanning, the patterns having RF greater than minRF
(see Lemma 1) are added to N OP(CDB,1) .
2) In the same scan of db, RF of candidate items (not in
N OP(DB,1) ) are computed in db. The candidate items,
whose RF is less than minRF , are pruned as they
cannot be in N OP(CDB,1) , according to Lemma 2.
3) One scan of DB is performed to compute the RF of
potential candidate itemsets of size one. After scanning

DB, the patterns having RF greater than minRF are
added to N OP(CDB,1) .
4) After computing N OP(CDB,1) , we compute F listCDB
by sorting the items in descending order of their frequencies. Next, we compute Ψ using the F lists of DB
and CDB.
(ii) Second iteration and beyond: Generation of non-overlap
and coverage patterns of size k
Starting from k = 2, the following steps are repeated until
N OP(CDB,k) = φ. The steps for extracting N OP(CDB,k)
and CP(CDB,k) are as follows:
1) The OR of the patterns in N OP(DB,k) are computed
by performing one scan of db. Before scanning db, the
patterns in N OP(DB,k) can be pruned as follows. Based
on Lemma 3, we compute the set pp of pruned patterns
th
in the (k − 1) iteration by subtracting N OP(CDB,k−1)
from N OP(DB,k−1) . Then an itemset X ∈ N OP(DB,k)
is pruned if Y ∈ pp, where Y ⊆ X. Additionally, if there
is a change in the F list, the patterns in N OP(DB,k) ,
which do not follow the order of items in F listCDB ,
will be pruned. After computing OR, the patterns satisfying the maxOR constraint are added to the set
N OP(CDB,k) .
2) The candidate patterns of size k are extracted from db.
To extract new possible knowledge of patterns from
db, the candidate patterns of size 2 are generated.
The candidate set contains patterns generated from
N OP(CDB,k−1) and not in N OP(DB,k) . The OR values
of these candidate patterns in db are computed while
scanning db. After scanning db, the patterns that fail to
satisfy the maxOR constraint will be pruned, according
to Lemma 4. Notably, if Ψ > 0, the candidate patterns
of db, which belong to AP F and which fail to satisfy
maxOR constraint in db, cannot be pruned because they
do not follow the order of the items in F list of DB.
3) We compute OR of the remaining candidate patterns
by scanning DB. All candidate patterns having value
of OR less than that of maxOR are added to the set
N OP(CDB,k) .
In the IncCMine algorithm, the number of candidate patterns
validated by scanning DB is significantly lower w.r.t. the
number of candidate patterns in the CMine algorithm. A
much smaller candidate set gives the IncCMine algorithm an
improvement in performance when compared with the CMine
algorithm.
Algorithms 1 and 2 depict the first and k th iterations of
our proposed IncCMine algorithm respectively. The inputs
to Algorithm 1 are N OP(DB,1) , DB, db, minRF , minCS
and the outputs are N OP(CDB,1) , CP(CDB,1) and F listCDB .
First, we compute RF of items of size one in N OP(DB,1)
by performing one scan of db (Line 1). In the same scan
of db, we compute RF of C1 in db (Line 2). N OP(CDB,1)
and CP(CDB,1) are updated by checking RF of patterns in
N OP(DB,1) according to Lemma 1 (Line 3). Some of the
candidate patterns are pruned before scanning DB by using

Algorithm 1: First iteration of IncCMine algorithm
Input : N OP(DB,1) : set of N OP s of size one in DB; DB:
original transactional database; db: increment
transactional database; minRF ; minCS
Output: N OP(CDB,1) = set of N OP s of size one in CDB;
CP(CDB,1) = set of CP s of size one in CDB;
F listCDB
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Compute RF of items in N OP(DB,1) in CDB by scanning db
In the same scan of db, RF of items in C1 in db is computed
Items in N OP1 are added to N OP(CDB,1) , CP(CDB,1) by
checking RF accordingly
Prune candidate patterns
Compute RF of C1 in CDB by scanning DB
Items in C1 are added to N OP(CDB,1) , CP(CDB,1)
accordingly
Compute F listCDB by sorting items of N OPCDB,1 in
descending order of their frequencies

Algorithm 2: k th iteration of IncCMine algorithm
Input : N OP(CDB,(k−1)) : set of N OP s of size (k − 1) in
CDB; DB: original database; N OP(DB,k) : set of
N OP s of size k of DB; db: increment database;
minCS; maxOR; F listCDB ; F listDB
Output: N OP(CDB,k) = set of non-overlap patterns of size k
in CDB; CP(CDB,k) = set of coverage patterns of
size k in CDB
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Prune patterns in N OP(DB,k)
if Ψ > 0 then
Prune patterns in N OP(DB,k) if items do not follow
F listCDB
Ck = (N OP(CDB,(k−1)) ./ N OP(CDB,(k−1)) )-N OP(DB,k)
Compute OR and CS of N OP(DB,k) in CDB by scanning db
In the same scan of db, CS and OR of Ck in db is computed
Items in N OP(DB,k) are added to N OP(CDB,k) , CP(CDB,k)
accordingly
if Ψ = 0 then
Pattern is pruned if OR > maxOR
else if Ψ > 0 then
Pattern is pruned if OR > maxOR (Lemma 4) and
follows the order of item in F listDB
Compute OR and CS of Ck in CDB by scanning DB
Items in Ck are added to N OP(CDB,k) , CP(CDB,k)
accordingly

Lemma 2 (Line 4). After pruning is done, RF of patterns
in C1 is computed by scanning DB. Now, N OP(CDB,1) and
CP(CDB,1) are updated by checking RF of patterns in C1
(Lines 5, 6). Finally, after computing N OP(CDB,1) , F list
is computed by sorting items in descending order of their
frequencies (Line 7).
The pseudo-code for the k th iteration of our proposed
IncCMine algorithm is explained in Algorithm 2. The inputs
to the Algorithm 2 are N OP(CDB,(k−1)) , N OP(DB,k) , DB,
db, minCS, maxOR, F listCDB and F listDB . The outputs
are N OP(CDB,k) and CP(CDB,k) . First, the pruning of patterns in N OP(DB,2) is performed using Lemma 3 (Lines 13). Candidate patterns are computed using N OP(CDB,(k−1))
(Line 4). Then, we compute OR and CS of N OP(DB,k) and
Ck by performing one scan of db (Line 5). After computing

OR and CS of N OP(DB,k) , we update N OP(CDB,k) and
CP(CDB,k) . Some of the candidate patterns in Ck are pruned
using Lemma 4. If Ψ > 0, we cannot prune a given pattern if
it does not follow the order of the items in F listDB (Lines
8-11). Then, we compute OR and CS of pattern in Ck by
doing one scan of DB (Line 12). After computing counts of
Ck , we update N OP(CDB,k) and CP(CDB,k) .
D. Illustrative example
TABLE IV: N OPDB

TABLE II: DB
TID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Items
{a,d}
{a,b,c}
{a,d}
{b,e}
{c}
{a,b,e}

TABLE III: db
TID
7
8
9
10

Items
{c,e}
{a,b,c}
{c,d,e}
{a,f}

Pattern
{a}
{b}
{c}
{d}
{e}
{a,c}
{a,e}
{b,c}

Pattern
{b,d}
{c,d}
{c,e}
{d,e}
{a,c,e}
{b,c,d}
{c,d,e}

We explain the working of our proposed IncCMine algorithm using an example. Consider DB and db shown in
Table II and Table III respectively. Let the values of minRF ,
minCS and maxOR used for the extraction of coverage
patterns be 0.3, 0.8 and 0.5 respectively. The input to the
algorithm also consists of iteration-wise N OP s of DB, as
shown in Table IV.
In the first iteration, N OP(CDB,1) and CP(CDB,1) are
extracted. The items of size one, having frequency greater
than (minRF * size of the given database) are called N OP s.
The N OP s of size one in DB along with their frequencies
are {a:4, b:3, c:2, d:2, e:2T10I10D100K}. The frequencies
of these items are updated by performing one scan of db.
After updating, the frequencies of the items in N OP(DB,1)
are {a:5, b:4, c:5, d:3, e:4}. The candidate set consists of
item {f:1}. These candidate items can be pruned because
F (fdb )(1) < 0.3 ∗ 4 (Lemma 2). As the candidate set
is empty, we need not scan DB. Finally, N OP(CDB,1) =
{a:5, c:5, b:4, e:4, d:3} and CP(CDB,1) = {}. The set of
CP s is empty as none of the items has frequency greater
than 8 (minCS ∗ |CDB|). The F lists of DB and CDB
are {a,b,c,d,e} and {a,c,b,e,d} respectively. The number of
additional patterns is computed for each item. For item b, the
number of additional patterns is 2|{a,c}| − 2|{a}| = 2. In this
example, Ψ is 19.2.
The N OP s of size 2 of DB are {{a,c}, {a,e}, {b,c}, {b,d},
{c,d}, {c,e}, and {d,e}}. The counts of these patterns are
updated by scanning db. Before scanning db, some candidate
patterns are generated and some patterns in N OP(DB,2) are
pruned. The patterns that are pruned are {b,c},{d,e} as they do
not follow the order of items in F listCDB . Candidate patterns
generated are {{a,b}, {a,d}, {b,e}, {c,b}, {e,d}}. The OR
and CS of these patterns were updated during the scan of
db. Consider a candidate pattern X = {a,b}, after scanning db
OR(Xdb ) = 1. This is not an N OP and can be pruned using
Lemma 4. The patterns {c,b} and {e,d} cannot be pruned
as they do not follow the order of the items in F listDB .

TABLE V: N OPCDB
{a}
{c}
{b}
{d}
{e}
{a,c}

{a,e}
{c,b}
{c,e}
{c,d}
{b,e}

{b,d}
{e,d}
{c,b,d}
{c,e,d}
{b,e,d}

TABLE VI: CPCDB
Pattern
{a,c}
{a,e}
{c,b,d}
{c,e,d}
{b,e,d}

CS
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8

OR
0.4
0.25
0.33
0.33
0.33

The counts of these candidate patterns {a,d}, {b,e}, {c,b}
and {e,d} are updated scanning DB. Patterns having OR less
than maxOR are added to the set N OP(CDB,2) and patterns
having OR less than maxOR and CS greater than minCS
are added to the set CP(CDB,2) . We follow a similar procedure
for iteration 3 as well. The final sets of N OP s and CP s are
shown in Table V and Table VI respectively.
V. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have conducted experiments by implementing our proposed IncCMine algorithm as well as the reference CMine
algorithm in Python 2.7. Our experiments were performed
using a computer having a fifth-generation Intel Core-i5 2.7
GHz processor with 8 GB RAM.
The experiments were conducted on three datasets. The first
dataset is BMS-POS dataset, which is a click-stream dataset
[1] of an e-commerce company; the dataset has 515,596
transactions and 1656 distinct items. The second dataset is
CABS120k08 dataset, which is a click stream dataset [22], is
a collection of search queries, documents clicked, time-stamps
and user id. The transactions from this dataset are extracted
using the 30-minutes rule [10]. The cabs120K08 dataset has
402,776 transactions and 572 distinct items. The third dataset
is the T40I10D100K, which is a synthetic dataset [3] generated
by a dataset generator. This synthetic dataset had 100,000
transactions and 870 distinct items. We shall henceforth refer
to this dataset as Synthetic dataset.
The experiments for performance evaluation were conducted
by changing increment size (∆), maxOR and minRF . For
experiments varying ∆, in BMS-POS dataset, among 515,596
transactions, we have taken first 265,596 transactions as DB
and ∆ is varied from 25,000 to 250,000 transactions with
the step-size of 25,000 transactions. For Cabs120K08 dataset,
among 402,776 transactions, we have taken 202,776 transactions as DB and ∆ is varied from 20,000 to 200,000
transactions with the step-size of 20,000 transactions. For
Synthetic, among 100,000 transactions, we have taken first
50,000 transactions as DB and ∆ is varied from 5,000 to
50,000 transactions with the step-size of 5,000 transactions.
Table VII summarizes the parameters used in our experiments. We have selected appropriate values of maxOR,
minRF and minCS (shown in Table VII) for each of
the datasets under consideration based on the results of our
preliminary experiments.
As reference, we used the CMine algorithm [23] discussed
in Section 2. Notably, CMine is the closest to our proposed
approach because no other work exists for the extraction of
coverage patterns. Performance metrics are as follows: (a)

TABLE VII: Parameters used in our experiments
Dataset

BMS-POS

CABS120k08

Synthetic

Parameter

Default value

∆

100K

| DB |

265,596

minRF

0.065

minCS

0.5

maxOR

0.6

∆

60K

| DB |

202,776

minRF

0.035

minCS

0.5

maxOR

0.4

∆

25K

| DB |

50K

minRF

0.045

minCS

0.3

maxOR

0.4

Variations
[25K,250K]
step-size 25K
[0.065, 0.095]
step-size 0.005
[0.1, 0.9]
step-size 0.1
[20K,200K]
step-size 20K
[0.035, 0.06]
step-size 0.005
[0.05, 0.5]
step-size 0.05
[5K,50K]
step-size 5K
[0.045, 0.06]
step-size 0.0025
[0.05, 0.5]
step-size 0.05

Execution time (ET ): the processing time of CPU in seconds
to extract CP s (b) Number of candidates (N C): the number
of candidate patterns scanned in the original database.
A. Effect of variations in ∆
Figure 1 depicts the effect of variations in ∆. For BMSPOS, the changes in ET and N C are shown in Figure 1(a)
and Figure 1(b) respectively. The fluctuations in ET and N C
observed indicates that the F list is changing continuously.
It can be observed that IncCMine is up to 5 times faster
than CMine as N C for IncCMine is significantly lower. The
significant lower value of N C when compared to CMine
occurs because our proposed IncCMine algorithm does not
scan DB for the existing knowledge of patterns (N OPDB ).
IncCMine is two times faster when ∆ is equal to the size
of DB. Similar trends are observed for ET and N C in
CABS120k08 dataset, as shown in Figures 1(c) and 1(d)
respectively. For Synthetic dataset, the fluctuations are not
observed, representing no significant changes in the F list for
Synthetic dataset. The changes in ET and N C for Synthetic
dataset are depicted in Figures 1(e) and 1(f) respectively.
B. Effect of variations in maxOR
Figure 2 depicts the effect of variations in maxOR. For
BMS-POS, the changes in ET and N C are depicted in
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. ET and N C of CMine
and IncCMine are increasing continuously with the increase in
the value of maxOR representing the more number of CP s,
which are extracted with increase in maxOR. Exponential
increase in ET and N C is observed for CMine for the
three datasets representing more number of N OP s that are
extracted with small changes in maxOR. In contrast, for
IncCMine, the increase in ET and N C is not exponential,
because for the patterns present in N OPDB were not scanned
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Fig. 1: Effect of variations in ∆

Fig. 2: Effect of variations in maxOR

again in DB. IncCMine is 7 times and 13 times faster than
CMine when maxOR = 0.05 for CABS12k08 and Synthetic
datasets respectively. The reason is that, for the patterns
present in N OPDB , we are not scanning DB.

as we vary ∆, the value of Ψ increases slowly with fluctuations. It reaches 21 percent when ∆ = 250K, i.e., the overall
size of the incremental database is the same as the original
database. The result shows there is no significant increase
in Ψ even though the database size is doubled. Notably, the
maximum Ψ for CABS120k08 (Figure 4(b)) and Synthetic
(Figure 4(c)) is 0.4 percent and 6 percent respectively. The
results for three datasets show that even though database size
is doubled the value of Ψ is not significantly high. The results
indicate that the proposed approach is potentially applicable
to most of the common applications.

C. Effect of variations in minRF
Figure 3 depicts the effect of variations in minRF . For
BMS-POS, the changes in ET and N C are shown in Figures
3(a) and 3(b) respectively. The decrease in ET and N C for
CMine and ICMine with the increase in minRF represents
the decrease in the number of N OP s extracted. For BMSPOS and CABS120k08 dataset, the gradual decrease in ET
and N C show that small changes in F list with increase in
minRF . However, for Synthetic dataset, there is a sudden fall
in ET and N C, which shows that most of the items are having
comparable frequencies. For BMS-POS, IncCMine is 2 times
faster than CMine when minRF is 0.065. For CABS120k08,
IncCMine is 4 times faster than CMine when minRF is 0.035.
For Synthetic, IncCMine is 8 times faster than CMine when
minRF is 0.045. The improvement in execution times is due
to significantly lower values of N C, which is because for
patterns present in N OPDB , we are not scanning DB.
D. Changes in Ψ due to variations in ∆
We study the changes in Ψ by varying ∆. The results on
three datasets are depicted in Figure 4. For BMS-POS dataset,

E. Discussion: Setting the threshold for Ψ
Recall that Ψmax is the threshold value of Ψ. We shall now
explain about fixing the value of Ψmax . Notably, the value
of Ψ is just an estimate of the percentage of the additional
patterns, if F listCDB differs from F listDB . The value of Ψ
is 0, when the F listCDB does not differ from F listDB . The
value of Ψ is 100, when F listCDB and F listDB are disjoint
sets and maxOR is 1. When Ψ is 100, the performance
of CMine algorithm is better than the proposed IncCMine
algorithm because every pattern is additional pattern and IncCMine performs additional computation for extracting CP s.
The value of Ψmax is fixed based on the number of AP F
which fit in the main memory.
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mining algorithms have been proposed for extracting frequent
patterns, sequential patterns and utility patterns, existing
works have so far not investigated incremental mining in
the context of coverage patterns. In this paper, we have
addressed the problem of incremental mining in the context
of coverage patterns and proposed the IncCMine algorithm
for efficiently extracting the knowledge of coverage patterns
when incremental database is added to the existing database.
The results of our extensive performance evaluation using
both real and synthetic datasets demonstrate that our proposed
IncCMine algorithm significantly outperforms the existing
CMine algorithm. As part of future work, we plan to
develop incremental algorithms for pattern growth approach
towards extracting coverage patterns. We also plan to develop
incremental algorithms when deletion and modification of
transactions are also considered.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In practice, pattern mining is performed on huge databases,
which tend to get updated over the course of time. Hence,
incremental mining aims at efficiently and incrementally
mining patterns when a database is updated. While incremental
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